MAC Gallery Diagram
A guide to the gallery spaces and equipment
Choosing the right venue to exhibit your artwork is the most important step you will
take in planning your gallery show. Before you even begin to write your proposal, get
to know the venue you plan to approach.
This guide will help familiarize you with the gallery spaces at the Moses Lake Museum & Art Center.

Visit Us!
This guide is not intended to replace the experience
of visiting our galleries in person, but it will act as a
reference guide for planning your gallery application
or exhibit installation.
It covers basic layout and installation options. It also
outlines how the museum’s permanent exhibits and
gallery spaces are arranged.
Your first step is to choose the Community Gallery or
Main Gallery for your exhibit (described in more detail inside).

Tip: Visit ashanging.com and request a sample packet of the gallery track system components.
Cover image: Kris Ekstrand Molesworth (GalleryB) photo courtesy of Benjamin Drummond
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1. Community Gallery - This gallery space is reserved exclusively for artists living and working within the Columbia Basin.
It is intended for artists with a smaller body of work, local group
projects, and those artists who wish to have their applications
reviewed in both the January and May scheduling periods.
There are four distinct sections of the Main Gallery (A,B,C and the
Retail Wall). A solo artist may wish to use these zones to segment
different styles or themes. A group may also wish to assign a zone
to each artist. Our gallery space is designed to blend the gallery
space with the permanent historical exhibits. The two main vestibule doors, as well as three glass sliding doors offer a total of 5
distinct entry points.
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2. Retail Wall - This space is reserved for the headlining main gallery artist. A cut vinyl title and/or artwork(s)
representative of the main exhibition may be installed here.
3. Main Gallery A - This gallery space offers the greatest field of depth perfect for pairing 2D and 3D works.
There are approximately 450sq. feet including traffic zones. It has approximately 35’ of continuous gallery
track.
4. Main Gallery B - This gallery space is one of two zones which incorporate 3 rotating exhibit pods. Each
half-circle pod (see diagram on reverse) is equipped with 9 linear feet of Click Rail System gallery track. The
pods are fixed on a center pivot and may be rotated to create multiple points of entrance, or turned to face
each other forming a 3-sided mini gallery. This space contains approximately 66’ of continuous gallery track.
5. Main Gallery C - This space is similar to Gallery B, and contains approximatley 44’ of continous gallery
track. Pods are pivoted in this diagram to suggest additional options.

There are 6 rotating permanent exhibit pods. They are designed to function as additional gallery
space, as well as space for in-house and traveling exhibits. The Click Rail System features a standard
multi-purpose hook, and many more hook options are available (we will order additional hanging
equipment as needed for your installation). Under no cirucumstances will we install artwork on the pod
walls with nails or other damaging equipment. An artist may also choose not to use the pods.
Our permanent exhibits are - Geologic Wonder: The Channelled Scablands, Ancient Evidence: Our
Prehistoric Past, Lovely Wilderness: The Shrub-Steppe, Arid Acres: Early Settlement, The Desert Blooms:
The Columbia Basin Project, P38’s to Titans: Larson Air Force Base, and The Adam East Collection.
The Adam East Collection of Native American artifacts was the founding donation for the Adam East
Museum which opened it’s doors on May 1, 1958. This exhibit will be located in the easternmost end
of the gallery. Construction on this exhibit is scheduled to begin in 2013.

New Gallery in 2013
The Community Gallery is a gallery space reserved exclusively
for artists living and working within the Columbia Basin.
Shows in this gallery will open in conjunction with new shows
in the Main Gallery. However, unlike the Main Gallery which
is scheduled yearly, this space will be scheduled twice a year,
offering more frequent application and review periods.
This gallery space will be equipped with the Classic Rail System. The Community Gallery is intended
for 2D works only (12” in depth or less). The space is designed to gradually blend into the Museum
Store. Floating shelves offer merchandising options for the exhibiting artists.

